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Executive Summary 

 

An urban legend within the self-proclaimed pseudo scientific field of UFOlogy is critically 

examined.  The motivation behind this scientific examination is due in large part because the Lazar saga 

is one of the few cases in UFOlogy where a detailed description of the alleged physics of an advanced 

spacecraft of extraterrestrial origin was claimed. 

 

In spirit, this investigation follows other critical physical reviews of the Robert Lazar story (namely 

that of Morgan and Hathaway) although this review covers a much broader canvass of the alleged 

scientific claims made by Lazar than has been done in the past (at least as far as this author is aware). 

 

The primary justification for the chosen broad canvass investigative inquiry was in order to provide 

fairly detailed explanations as to why the bulk of the science described by Lazar is seen to be quite 

faulty and even absurd to professional physicists, rather than just reiterating the traditional knee-jerk 

assertions that his claims are nothing more than "junk science" of the irrelevant kind. 

 

As a result of the unique approach of this review, a number of key points which Lazar should have 

been aware -- but did not point out -- are revealed.  One possible revelation being that the alleged reactor 

unit should have produced the compound UupNH2 which possesses both linear and trigonal pyramidal 

resonances (having both endothermic and exothermic enthalpies respectively).  And with the later 

having the "fcc" (i.e., face-centric-cubic) molecular arrangement which was claimed to be associated 

with only pure Uup by Lazar.  

 

Overall, it is revealed that a great number of Lazar’s “scientific explanations” are critically flawed.  

But his observational descriptions make it somewhat hard to easily rule out the possibility that he may 

have had some informal contact with the materials claimed. 

 

 

[StealthSkater note: the entire Bob Lazar story has been archived on the "Lazar" page at => doc   

pdf   URL  . 

 

Also in archiving Mr. Halerewicz's paper in MS-Word .doc format, I tried to keep the 

mathematical symbols as close to what appeared in his original .pdf text.  If you are an expert in 

these areas and detect something that doesn't look "quite right" (e.g., a particular Greek 
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symbol), the fault is probably mine and please refer to his original paper archived at his site 

(http://da.theoretical1.tripod.com/index.htm) .] 

 

 

 

a Preliminary Note on the Text 

 

The author has taken great care to maintain the original meaning of the various interviews and talks 

given by Robert Lazar over the years.  In order to minimize the discontinuities between my writing and 

original source material, a colored text scheme will be utilized throughout this review as laid out in the 

table below. 

 

Robert Lazar Blue Text 

Author's comments on sources Red Text 

General Quotations Purple Text 

Joe Vaninetti Green Text 

 

 

The Extraordinary Claim 

 

Quite some time ago, I was encouraged by an email correspondent to follow up on some of the 

rather extraordinary claims made by an alleged government whistle blower by the name of Robert Lazar.  

I reluctantly agreed to examine in my free-time in depth the scientific claims made by Lazar on behalf of 

my email correspondent even though reviews of such topics are highly tabooed in academic 

publications. 

 

There are 2 motivating factors I have for taking on this task.  The foremost is to fight the ignorance 

regarding the scientific method which the general public seems to possess which makes clearly evident 

flaws in the Lazar story sound plausible to those not formerly trained in physics (or other related 

sciences). 

 

And the second motivation is that in the past (prior to a former education in the physical sciences), I 

had found the Lazar story to be plausible sounding (although I’m quite skeptical of the story at this 

time), which was triggered in part after an adolescent event in which I personally observed an unknown 

craft maneuvering over a twilight sky during the Spring of 1994. 

 

The unknown craft which I had observed maneuvering above and descending toward my childhood 

home I was later to find was categorized as a Flying Triangle (FT) by self-appointed “ufologists” and 

later described as a "Big Black Delta (BBD)" by the National Institute of Discovery Science (NIDS - 

created by Robert Bigelow in Utah and recently shut down).  And yet to this day, no government has 

claimed ownership of these craft.  [StealthSkater note: more on "Black Triangles" is on the 

"UFO#BlackTriangle" page at => doc   pdf   URL  .  Also, NIDS has been referenced at the 

"PX#Portals" page at => doc   pdf   URL  ] 

 

So from my own personal experience with observing a craft of unknown origin which could be 

classified as a "UFO", I can certainly understand why many people would welcome flawed stories such 

as Lazar’s which at least seem to give partially plausible answers to perplexing questions when others 

will not.  Especially when considering that professional skeptics and scientists in Academia simply scoff 

at such realities and do not provide alternative hypotheses for such reported craft. 
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Now the reason that Academia scoffs at claims made by individuals such as Lazar is because his 

story radically departs from the typical whistleblower stories commonly found in the headlines of the 

modern press.  Lazar’s claims tend to stretch the limited imagination of the average well-rounded 

educated-citizen. 

 

The restraint is understandable, though.  In fact, I admittedly find it rather difficult to initially put the 

Lazar back story into words because the story comes off sounding like the B-plot of a badly written 

piece of science-fiction quickly put together by a brazenly failed little-known author.  In order to 

circumvent the "B-plot" issue of Lazar’s story, I simply now quote the introduction of an earlier review 

of the Lazar story by Hathaway: 

 

... he [i.e., Lazar] claims to have witnessed tests of advanced "flying saucers" of 

extraterrestrial origin and took part in briefings describing their operation and 

mode of propulsion in a secret government facility in Nevada.  (Hathaway 1994) 

 

The meat&bone issue we are dealing with here is that Robert Lazar claims to have been part of a 

secret U.S. government project to back-engineer a spacecraft of extraterrestrial origin.  The initial 

widespread dissemination of Lazar’s story began with a televised interview held by reporter George 

Knapp from KLAS-TV (Las Vegas) which aired in 1989 (Knapp 1989, [17]).   

 

Lazar has proclaimed on many occasions that the reason he came forward with his rather remarkable 

story about alleged compartmentalized government involvement with an extraterrestrial spacecraft was 

in order to insure his personal safety (rightly, if true) after being terminated from the Program due to 

breaching a number of security procedures (certainly not the wisest of things to do!). 

 

But ever since the legendary -- and perhaps infamous -- television interview aired by KLAS-TV, 

Lazar has had his fair share of passionate supporters and denouncers, each with their own take on his 

story.  Rather than participate in yet another background check into the background of Lazar as many 

have done in the past (cf. Freidman 1997 [9]), I will simply focus on the scientific claims made by Lazar 

as a check on the scientific method. 

 

To begin our discussion, we will first examine Lazar’s own words on the subject: 

 

And when I say "we", I mean the general main stream scientific community.  So as 

not to waste to much time explaining established scientific facts and theories, when I 

say "we know this" or "we know that", please feel free to consult any qualified 

scientist, professor, or science teacher to have them explain my statements to you.  

(Madacy Entertainment Group, Inc. 1998 [35] ) 
 

The above quote, however, seems to have just been "lip service" as at a later date, Lazar completely 

retracted that position.  His own words read as follows: 

 

“...and as stubborn as the scientific community is, they'll never buy it -- that this is in 

fact what happens.” (Mahood 1994, "Tech: Alien Contact" [19] ). 
 

I can only take the last quote to infer that no matter what other scientists say, Lazar would be always 

right and every other scientist in the World would be always wrong.  What a wonderful “safe” position 

to take! 

 

Perhaps the reason for the former position is that a lot of the so-called "science" that Lazar spits out 

is often flawed if not all together nonsensical.  Morgan has similarly commented that “Mr. Lazar has a 
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propensity for re-defining scientific terms and using scientific language in a confusing and careless 

way” (Morgan 1996 [22]). 

 

At this point, a brief outline of the scientific claims made by Lazar would greatly help the flow of the 

remaining text and discussions.  The supposed central component of the spacecraft from the alleged 

advanced extraterrestrial civilization was said to be fueled by Element Z=115 (Uup115) which at the 

present time does happen to appear on the Periodic Table as a synthesized element and the stablest 

isotope to date.  Uup
288

 even appears in modern introductory Chemistry textbooks (e.g., Brown, LeMay, 

Bursten 2006 [6]). 

 

According to Lazar’s descriptions, Uup supposedly has a peculiar property in that it possesses an 

unstable high-density gravity field attributed to it.  It also has ties to the strong nuclear force but 

whose range just happens to extend beyond the nuclear radius of Uup. 

 

Furthermore, Uup was then said to interact with a Hydrogen atom (or rather a proton) in order to 

yield element Uuh (Z=116) by means of transmutation.  Then Uuh was said to have radiated 2 anti-

protons through an unknown fission process (which by the way just happens to be completely 

unfounded by the scientific methodologies of modern nuclear theory). 

 

The bizarre generation of the 2 anti-protons was also claimed to be used as a source for providing 

electrical power after coming into contact with classical matter (specifically dry Nitrogen) through an 

unknown matter-antimatter reaction process. 

 

Furthermore, to initiate propulsion and maneuvering of the spacecraft, there allegedly exist 3 

“gravity wave amplifiers” beneath the primary reactor which have access to Uup's unstable high-

density strong-gravitational field.  The amplifiers allegedly have access to a strong-gravity field by 

means of “tuning” the amplifiers to the resonant frequency of the central microwave waveguide. 

 

Lastly, the “gravity wave amplifiers” were also supposedly capable of manipulating the fabric of 

spacetime outside the hull of the spacecraft and utilize spacetime distortions induced by the gravity 

amplifiers to propel the spacecraft across vast cosmic distances within arbitrarily (infinitely) short time 

frames. 

 

Sadly, after going through most of the literature on Lazar, the above description is perhaps the most 

concise and straightforward outline of the various statements made by Lazar over the years.  All in all, 

the overviews above, however, seem rather devoid of actual scientific content and -- dare I say -- reeks 

of poorly chosen science-fiction terminology.  The only original formulation within this rather 

predictable "B-plot" was the incorporation of Uup into the picture. 

 

What is of more relevance, however, is that Science has progressed much since Lazar first came 

forward with his story in 1989, thus bringing into further doubt the validity of his earlier claims.  Some 

examples of the problems with the extraterrestrial fuel claims that exist today have to do with recent 

observations of once nonexistent Super Heavy Elements (SHEs) to the discussions of advanced space 

warps for interstellar travel {such as "wormholes" (Visser 1996 [36]) and "warp drives" (Alcubierre 

1994) [2] }by professional physicists. 

 

In a recent radio interview, Lazar simply shrugged off the inconsistencies of his story with recent 

scientific discoveries, re-living again his earlier stubborn scientific community quote.  Which makes you 

wonder who is really the stubborn one: 
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Gene Huff: ... I think that Bob not elaborating in the Lazar Tape and other 

interviews on Element 115 umm has caused some problems.  When a lab synthesizes 

some 115 and if Bob would explain how they do that…  I mean these, these 

particles...  But the 115 that Bob dealt with was kept under neutron bombardment 

[underlined as the statement tends to support the notes within the Joe Vaninetti 

Diary] at rest and [sic] Bob and what ehh [sic] it could have been an isotope or what 

I don’t know.  I’m not a physicist of 115.  But there were a lot of extenuating 

circumstances about this 115.  It wasn’t just a clump of 115.  They had to take great 

care to make it exist, right? 

 

Yeah, I mean ...  When they synthesize elements …  And there’s a variety of 

ways.  And, you know, a popular new way is nuclide fusion [SS note: this is actually 

the “popular” old way] where you just accelerate particles or subatomic particles at 

each other and cyclotrons or linear accelerators and just smash these things 

together or by other means [SS note: the other means is how the synthesized Z=115 

atoms were produced -- a procedure which he seems largely ignorant] ... they can 

never measure ah or analyze these elements in depth when they make it that way.  

[Considering that the decay chain of Uup was analyzed in great detail, the 

conclusion of this statement is blatantly false. At best, it could be said that no stable 

Uup chemistry has been produced] 
 

... I never do interviews [an interesting contradiction since he has done at least six]. 
 

George Knapp: ... If it’s not stable as what you described, how do you explain that? 
 

Well, both sides are actually correct to some degree.  Yeah, it was something that I 

said was possible [note: this implies that he has in the past suggested that it was 

possible to create 115 under laboratory conditions.  However, this is a blatant 

contradiction with earlier proclamations that Uup was most likely mined from 

“heavy” star systems] (Coast to Coast AM 2006 [7] ) 

 

Needless to say, the Lazar story is quite an entangled mess to sort through.  Which is why I prefer to 

focus on the scientific claims.  I begin by taking on the topic which Lazar provided the most scientific 

data on.  That being the reactor fuel Uup which he alleges to have been the primary “discovery”. 

 

 

Claims Regarding the Properties of 271

115Uup  

 

Perhaps one of the most bemusing claims about Lazar’s Alleged Element ("LAE") Z=115 to anyone 

knowledgeable in Chemistry and/or Physics and who have heard of him is his claim that the range of 

Uup’s strong nuclear force extends past the nucleus of an atom. 

 

The laws of Quantum Mechanics put stringent requirements on energy scales of quantum events and 

are the very reason why electrons orbit atoms in discrete energy bands around the nuclei of atoms.  The 

reason for this has to do with the fact that the Bohr radius for atoms is determined by the quantization of 

electronic mass and charge and is calculated as  

 

α0 = (h
2
ε0) / (π me e

2
) = 5.29 x 10

-11
 m       (1) 
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That along with the angular momentum of an electron around this orbit yields the energy of the orbital.  

The energy levels of electrical orbits are associated with the momentum of an electron around the Bohr 

radius, from which the angular Planck constant is understood from the rather simple formula 

 

ћ = α0 me ve = 1.05 x 10
-34

 Js                        (2) 
 

Due to these discrete energy levels -- which by the way have been proved beyond a doubt by both 

experiment and in applications of modern technology -- it would be impossible for LAE’s nuclear 

envelop to occupy and extend beyond the 1s orbital boundary.  (To even accept such a result is to deny 

the very existence of Hydrogen atoms.  Needless to say, this concept is complete rubbish!). 

 

Furthermore in nuclear theory, the lengths of radii are expressed by the formula R = 1.2A
⅓

Fm 

which dictates that  R(271) = 7.7x10
-15

m [note: the mass number chosen for LAE A=271 for Uup 

originates from notes found in the Joe Vaninetti Diary found in Appendix A] is the nuclide radius of 

LAE 115 -- some  sf = a0/R(271) = 6.87x10
3
  times smaller than the Bohr radius. 

 

If Lazar’s assertion were true, it would imply that the electronic energy levels of Uup would be 

quantizied by discrete energy bands of  ћ/sf = 1.53 x 10
-38

 Js  and not the standard ћ in order to interact 

with the nucleus.  What this implies is that the energy levels associated with LAE would have deceased 

10,000-fold rather than have increased as claimed by Lazar in order to transition from the Bohr radius 

down to the Fermi radii (10
-15

 m). 

 

To continue our discussion, a chart of the properties of LAE 115 would be helpful in order to check 

its claims against established science and is displayed below. 

 

LAE 115     (JFI, Inc. Data) 

atomic number - 115 atomic weight - 2 

density at 293
o
K - 31.5 g/cm3 atomic volume - 13.45 cm3/mole 

melting point - 2,013
o
K boiling point - 3,530

o
K 

structure - fcc color - reddish-orange 

first ionization - 531 kJ/mole second ionization - 1,756 kJ/mole 

stand. oxidation - +3 atomic radius - 1.87 Å 

[note: Near the completion of this review (June 2008), the atomic weight value 

of 2 was removed from the JFI from the Table.  This perhaps suggests 

that this value may have been a typo and the actual value was not 

known when the Table was put together.] 

 

There are a number alarming issues with the LAE data table.  Among the most disturbing is the 

claim that the atomic weight is simply listed as A=2 which would be the atomic weight of Deuterium (or 

another interpretation -- although highly unlikely -- is that LAE would have the exact opposite 

properties of so called “dark matter”) which is a rather gravis issue in itself.  I can only hope that the 

intent was for A=230 but was improperly transcribed to the JFI table. 

 

Although the A=230 possibility, however, seems highly unlikely as an alleged former friend (Joe 

Vaninetti {see Appendix A (Vaninetii 1989-1990) [34] }) of Lazar’s claims that Lazar told him that the 

atomic mass in question was A=271.  [note: this is also the mass number of stablest isotope of 271

110Ds ]. 

 

So there does not even appear to be any consistency in the “official stories” on the matter of mass 

number.  Although for argument sake, we will just go with the A=271 value established by Vaninetti 
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(Vaninetti 1987-1989) and make the assumption that a human typographical error was made in the JFI 

Table where A=2 should have been A=271. 

 

Now while some of the claims made by Lazar are within the realm of possibility, many more of the 

claims are not.  Which may prompt many of the Lazar supporters to maintain that issues relating to 

things such as atomic mass were simply "clerical errors" rather than obvious fatal ones.  However, the 

idea that there could be so many "clerical errors" weigh on the side of extreme wishful thinking. 

 

Still, even without having an actual physical sample of LAE, it is still possible to disprove a number 

of its alleged properties.  For example, the 1.87Å (Angstroms) radius listing in the LAE 115 Table 

having length of 1.87x10
-10

m makes it possible to calculate the atomic density LAE which is claimed to 

be 31.5 g/cm
3
 in the JFI Table. 

 

To check Lazar’s claim, it is not unreasonable to assume that the notes from Joe Vaninetti’s Diary 

(see Appendix A) may be accurate representations of data relayed by Lazar.  Therefore, we will be 

making use of the A=271 value.  Since density is simply calculated from the simple formula, calculating 

the density of LAE is a rather trivial task.  The nuclear density of LAE according to the atomic radius 

given in the LAE 115 Table is given as 

 

34

3104

3

eg

Uup m/kg10x66.1
)m10x87.1(

)m156()m115(






         (3) 

 

This translates to 16.6 g/cm
3
 or about half of Lazar’s claim (in fact, even assuming A=230 gives 

another failed result at 14.05 g/cm
3
), thus demonstrating that Lazar’s claims are entirely inaccurate and 

cannot be trusted.  As a check, the atomic radius of Cu (Copper) is about 1.6Å (Pauling, 1970 [25]) and 

has an experimentally-determined density of 8.9x10
3
 g/cm

3
.  By the same methods applied in the last 

formula, we find 

 

33

3104

3

eg

Cu m/kg10x98.8
)m10x6.1(

)m63()m29(






            (4) 

 

This acts to promote the validity of the equation that gives the density of LAE as well as to demonstrate 

the obvious physical flaws in Lazar’s statements. 

 

In fact, to get to the mass number of LAE is truly mind-boggling, requiring just over 6.5x10
15

 

nucleon particles.  Thus it would clearly seem that Lazar isn’t even aware of the basic physics and 

chemistry behind the subjects in which he claims to have expert knowledge on (although it is also noted 

that atomic radius rUup=1.51Å for LAE Z=115 would be capable of reproducing the data in the JFI Table 

for density). 

 

Therefore, it rather appears that the atomic radius for LAE was just guessed -- possibly from a quick 

examination of a chart of known atomic radii. 

 

Another issue is that the reported colorization of LAE is also problematic as the period trend for 

elements rather suggest that Z=115 should explicitly be silvery-white in color (Pauling, 1970 [25]). 

 

Chemical and molecular properties which Uup should theoretically posses 

 

LAE could, however, conceivably have been reddish-orange in color if it was oxidized by another 

element.  And since Uup has the symbolic electronic structure [Rn] 5f
14

6d
10

 7s
2
7p

3
, the purported 
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oxidation number of +3 within the JFI Table could be possible.  An abundant atomospheric gas that just 

happens to have an (-3) oxidation is Nitrogen and thus would logically seem to be an excellent candidate 

oxidizer for LAE Z=115. 

 

Thus if Lazar’s assertions are to be believed, then in all likelihood LAE in its natural state within the 

atmosphere would most likely yield the ionic molecule UupN.  What is worthy of being pointed out at 

this time is that UupN can help to yield clues to regarding the reasonablility of the first ionization energy 

claimed for Uup in the earlier JFI Table.  Specifically, a break in the UupN ionic bond should just be 

above the first energy ionization. 

 

One problem, however, is that there are no publically-available Chemistry handbooks on the 

enthalpies of Uup reactions.  Although on the other hand, we can approximate Uup bond enthalpies 

based upon some approximations on periodic trends of the elements and perform some theoretical 

calculations.  The basis for our Uup bond ethalpies approximation is the following formula: 

 

E(A-B ) = ½{E(A-A) + E(B-B)} + 100(χA - χB)
2
 - 6.5 (χA- χB)

4
 kJ/mole      (5) 

 

which comes from Table VI of (Pauling 1970 [25]) where E is the bond energy and χ represent the 

electronegativity of the elements (it is also noted that 235 subtraction is required per each Nitrogen 

atom). 

 

The approximations used for the above equation is an electonegativty approximation of 1.7 for Uup 

along with an approximated bond enthalpy of E(Uup-Uup)= 82 kJ/mol, and for booking purposes UupN 

utilizes a Lewis triple bond, for N this is E(N-N)3b = 941 kJ/mol (the subscript 3b implies the existence 

of a triple bond) and has an electronegativity of 3.0. 

 

In short, the breaking of the UupN triple bond yields E(Uup-N)3b = 243 kJ/mol.  Rather 

unremarkably, this value just happens to be well below the first ionization in the LAE 115 data table! 

 

This method also provides us with the enthalpy for the production of UupN which is: 

 

Uup + ½N2 → UupN     ,    ∆H288 = -427 kJ/mol     (6) 
 

Although fortunately for Lazar’s proclamations, there are no real direct way to accurately 

theoretically calculate the first actual ionization energy of an element without observation.  For starters, 

the ground state energy of Uup is 

 

keV0.180
h8

em
115IE

22

0

4

e2

115g 


           (7) 

 

which translates in this case to be 17.36 GJ/mol since 1eV=96.49 kJ/mol. 

 

So the only thing the ground energy state can tell us about the first ionization energy is that 

 

mol/MJ80.197keV05.2eV6.13x
7

)29115(
1I

2




       (8) 

 

where it is noted that 29 in the inequality represents the minimal shielding or screening constant S of the 

effective nuclear charge for Uup because Rn represents the noble core structure of Uup. 
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In short, this only tells us that  I1 ≤ 197.80 MJ/mol which is -- unfortunately -- due to the fact that S 

can only be interpreted though spectroscopic analysis.  So without an empirically determined value for 

S, the first ionization energy cannot be calculated with any accuracy.  But from an approximated Uup-N 

breaking energy, we may reason that the 531 kJ/mol reported for the first ionization energy for Uup in 

the JFI table may indeed be a reasonable result. 

 

Our discussion up to this point now begs us to ask a new question.  How would the alleged cyclotron 

proton beam within the reactor affect our theoretically-postulated oxidized reactor fuel UupN 

chemically?  When one attempts to examine how hydrogen can affect UupN, one will discover the 

following exothermic reaction 

 

UupN + 2H
+1

 → UupNH2         ∆H288 =  - 486 kJ/mol             (9) 

 

where it is assumed that reaction results in a linear UupNH2 molecule (note: the separate components for 

the enthalpy calculation result from E(Uup-H)1b=243 kJ/mol, E(Uup-N)2b=165 kJ/mol, and Hydrogen 

from having an electronegativity of 2.1). 

 

Another interesting and equal plausibility for the formation of UupNH2 comes from its Lewis 

molecular resonance  

 

(UupNH2)lin → Uup(NH2)trig          ∆H288 = 410 kJ/mol             (10) 

 

where it is noted that the enthalpy is calculated in part by the bond 

E(NH)=391 kJ/mol.  This result is rather odd as there are different 

enthalpies for the resonant structures. 

 

The above equation is especially interesting in that the 

molecular VSERP formula of the resonant UupNH2 is trigonal 

pryamidal (see Figure 1).  Thus a cubic arrangement would take 

on face-centric-cubic ("fcc") structure which according to Lazar 

should only exist with the pure Uup. 

 

It is also noted that if pure Uup would interact with Hydrogen, 

it would also produce a trigonal pyramidal molecule.  Specifically 

UupH3 which would have an enthalpy of -729 kJ/mol.  With all 

things being equal, there would also exist the possibility of 

another linear compound forming with the reactor operating in the open atmosphere being UupOH.  

Which in turn could also produce the hydroxide Uup(OH)3. 

 

Laboratory derived properties of SHEs 114 to 118 

 

Lazar’s claim about certain SHEs elements being unable to be synthesized on Earth is presently 

rather bemusing as elements in the range of have been produced in recent years including Z=114, 115, 

and 116 which Lazar has made specific mention of in the past. 

 

There are elements with higher atomic numbers which are stable even though they 

don't occur naturally on Earth and we can't synthesize them in particle 

accelerators.  These are the elements in the 114, 115 range which don't appear on 

our Periodic Chart.  Beyond Element-115, the elements become unstable again and, 

in fact, Element-116 decays in a fraction of a second.  (JFI, Inc. 2006 [16]) 

 

 
Figure 1: Dual Lewis resonances 

for the most probable reactor 

molecular byproduct with fcc 

structure. 
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116 does decay in a fraction of a second.  No surprise there.  In fact, I can also safely make the 

prediction that Element-117 will be unstable and decay within fractions of a second as well. 

 

Lazar has stated on many occasions there is an island of stability for certain radioactive isotopes of 

Z=115.  The claim, however, is only half true.  The actual island of stability which Lazar often refers to 

was common knowledge by the late 1970s and actually has only two magic numbers: Z=114, N=184 

(Segre’ 1977 [32]) and not Z=115, N=156! 

 

Another potential embarrassment in the Lazar saga is that element Z=115 was artificially-produced 

in the year 2004 through several reactions, the most stable being 

 

Ca
48

 + Am
243

 → Uup
288

 + 3n
1
 → …             (11) 

 

Z=115, N=173 (Gambhir, et. al, 2005 [10]). 

 

It is not so much an embarrassment that Z=115 has been artificially produced but in that Lazar’s 

earlier claim that Uup can only be found in “massive” star systems. 

 

Further still, even if LAE was only found in massive star systems in large quantities, then the 

astronomical community would have abundant evidence as has been pointed out earlier by Hathaway: 

 

If as Lazar claims, element Z=115 is only found on certain stars whose density and 

mass are of a certain critical size, why has it not shown up on spectroscopic images 

of stars, of which we on Earth have catalogued many thousands?  (Hathaway 1994 

[13]) 

 

Now while I agree with Hathaway on great number of issues in regards to Lazar’s credibility, I must 

also point out that Z=115 could theoretically exist without astrophysicists knowing about it.  Case in 

point: if you generate a new undiscovered compound in a laboratory and then try to do spectroscopic 

analysis on it with a market spectrometer, the new compounded will not be detected as it does not exist 

in the computer memory (although if that were the case, then there would still be a number of hints 

contained within spectrographic catalogues). 

 

The next problematic and related issue is the alleged transmutation of LAE into Uuh supposedly 

decays into several isotopes including anti-protons [red flag!] for the purpose of stimulating electrical 

power generation through the reaction process 

 

Uup
271

 + p
1
 →  Uuh

272
  →

(?)
→  Uuq

270
 + 2p

1
 + …            (12) 

 

The primary problem is that Lazar on numerous occasions has stated that seemingly ordinary nuclear 

transmutation reaction produces an antimatter element -- the creation of which just happens to be a 

serious violation of the charge-pair-time (CPT) conjectures of the Standard Model (STM) of Particle 

Physics.  I will go into further detail among antimatter problems with Lazar’s accounts when I discuss in 

detail the alleged antimatter reactor later in the manuscript. 

 

In the mean time, experimentally-derived properties of Uuh are quite telling as it comes at no 

surprise that ordinary reactions involving Uuh have not resulted in the production of antimatter tracks.  

In fact, Uuh actually decays through a standard alpha chain process (Gambhir, et. Al, 2005 [10]).  One 

such observed decay chain is 
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...DsUubUuqUuh
280

110

284

112

288

114

292

116          (13) 

 

Lazar’s claims of discovering a bogus SHE is, sadly, not alone as one Victor Ninov in 1999 also 

claimed to have discovered a SHE Z=118.  Or at least until later peer reviewers found that his results 

were "fudged" in 2002 (although in 2006, a short-lived form of Z=118 was found by other scientists).  

This trend is perhaps not too unlike like the experiments carried out by Millikin (which for some reason, 

both general Physics and Chemistry textbooks refuse to point out). 

 

Overall, it readily appears that all the rather spectacular claims made in regards to elements Z=115, 

Z=116 have been completely invalidated by modern cutting-edge research into nuclear physics. 

 

 

Oddly Reacting 

 

It would be far from reasonable to completely judge the merits of LAE without a discussion of its 

supposed "magic" properties within the meter-sized reactor unit at this time.  So we will be examining 

that in this section. 

 

The Uup antimatter reactor is quite interesting by Lazar’s description in that its primary function is 

to access spacetime in a way in which it can be first “engineered” for propulsion and then secondarily 

generates electrical power!  What is perhaps even more amazing is that the secondary function of the 

reactor allegedly produces energy through a matter/antimatter reaction which Lazar has described to 

operate as follows: 

 

There's an annihilation reaction.  It's an extremely powerful reaction.  A 100 

percent conversion of matter to energy, unlike a fission or fusion reaction which is 

somewhere around 8/10 of one percent conversion of matter to energy.  (Mahood 

1994, Tech: KLAS [19]) 
 

Now while antimatter reactions could in theory provide 100% efficient energy conversions 

(assuming no thermal losses), Lazar has serious misgivings regarding the efficiency of mass-to-energy 

conversions of fission and fusion reactions.  On average, fission converts 0.0009 mass content of 

Uranium into energy while fusion is on the order of 0.003.  Quite a discrepancy from Lazar’s statement 

and suggesting his knowledge in these areas is quite limited. 

 

Furthermore, experimental evidence carried out by scientists with irrefutable reputations refutes the 

Z=115 to Z=-116 to gamma radiation reaction claim by Lazar which was mentioned in the last Section.  

If all these issues were not enough to seal the coffin, there are even further conventional restrictions to 

impose on such exotic reaction processes that were pointed out earlier by Morgan. 

 

And how much energy do you get back out when the anti-proton annihilates?  

EXACTLY THE SAME AMOUNT OF ENERGY THAT YOU PUT INTO 

CREATING IT!!  (Actually, you can't just make an anti-proton by itself.  You have 

to make a proton/anti-proton pair. So your reactor needs to put in 2 "protons-

worth" of mass-energy into each proton in the beam.)  If you have to MAKE your 

own antimatter on board, your system produces NO NET ENERGY AT ALL!!  You 

put 2 protons worth of energy in and you get 2 protons worth of energy out!  In fact, 

the BEST this system could do would be to make ZERO energy.  But in fact, it 

would more likely USE far more energy than it would make.  (Morgan 1996 [22]) 
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Morgan clearly lays out the fundamental principles of Energy Conservation in plain language which 

Lazar’s many statements apparently defy (although I feel obligated to point out that the total energy in 

the system would not be relevant for power production but rather the energies rate of change).  This 

discussion, however, does reveal that Lazar’s nuclear anti-matter reaction claim 

 
270

114

272

116

272

116

271

115 Uuq),pbarpbar(UuhUuh),p(Uup             (14) 

 

makes no sense as antimatter is produced along with pairs of matter and not to mention the fact that Z 

charge conservation is destroyed. 

 

Worse yet, the claimed antimatter decay 
270

114

272

116 Uuq)pbarpbar,(Uuh   violates baryon conservation 

by requiring that protons somehow "morph" into anti-protons. 

 

One potential work-around for the problem would be a hypothetical anti-alpha decay to a higher 

element such that 270

118

272

116 Uuo)nnabar,(Uuh    or  270

116

272

116 Uuh)ppabar,(Uuh    or 

268

116

272

116 Uuh)abara,(Uuh    with γ ≥ 1.22x10
-9

 J. 

 

Here it should be pointed out, however, that this somewhat discredits Lazar as Z=116 does not 

radiate 2 anti-proton atoms but rather as an alpha and anti-alpha particle pair!  [note: We can choose to 

give Lazar the benefit of the doubt that the normal proton pair to the antiprotons could have gone 

unnoticed due to the alleged cyclotron proton beam.] 

 

However, we have now arrived at some quantitative numbers for LAE antimatter reaction process 

for the first time.  And chief among them is that a proton (or protons) must collide with Uup with an 

effective kinetic energy just above 8 proton masses in order to obey well-established Energy 

Conservation laws. 

 

Here now for the first time the equations governing the reaction by Lazar can be given.  Assuming 

the velocity of the protons within the cyclotron to be vp = 0.94c (i.e., 2.82x10
8
) m/s yields a total kinetic 

energy that is greater than gamma  

 

γ < KE = ½ (19mp)
2
vp

2
 = 1.41x10

-9
 J         (15) 

 

thus assuming a negligible graviton (g) emitting energy the reaction process advocated by Lazar should 

be described as 

 

...barUuhgp19UuhpO2Uup
2424268

116

1272

116

1271

115         (16) 

 

Here it is noted that proper balancing can only be accomplished after graviton effects are taken into 

consideration and that most of the interesting physics should occur for 272

116

271

115 Uuh)gp19,p20(Uup    and  

not 268

116Uuh  , which in contrast should decay through conventional alpha processes. 

 

The remaining question of course being, is such a reaction allowable by nuclear theory?  Intuitively, 

the answer appears to be 'no' as it seems unlikely for a meter-sized cyclotron to be able to get protons up 

to relativistic speeds.  It is also highly unlikely that a large number of protons would approach a single 

nucleon, if this where the case one would expect heavy elements to be continually created within the 

Sun and lead it and other stars to a short life. 
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Moreover while the above nuclear equation is balanced (as it can be with regard to Lazar’s 

statements), it also seems to contradict Lazar’s insinuations that this would be a low energy reaction (see 

Appendix A). 

 

To further exhaust the plausibility of the antimatter reaction process, let us begin by considering the 

nuclear binding energy for LAE 

 

BELAE = [115 mp + 156 mn - mA] c
2
 = -3.58x10

-11
 J        (17) . 

 

Clearly, any of the hypothetical reactions such as alpha anti-alpha release would be enough to break this 

bonding energy and cause the element to decay. 

 

It is also worth pointing out that the alleged formation of the gravity waves may have something do 

with Uuh and is worthy of examination.  But before we go ahead with assuming that all of the previous 

assertions of Lazar’s were correct, it is worthwhile to point that a linear progression of the chart of 

known stable radio isotopes (cf. Brown, LeMay, Bursten 2006 [6]) leads to a neutron number of N=165 

for Z=115.  As such, it almost appears that Lazar may have read the N=165 value from some source and 

then later in time confused it for N=156 value as deduced from the Vaninetti diary (see Appendix A). 

 

Therefore, the miraculous reaction which Lazar alleges could in principle take the form 
281

116

280

115 Uuh)gp19,p20(Uup   -- thus leaving behind 275

114Uuq  for the conventional alpha decay process.  

More to the point, since the alleged induced gravitational field is more than likely produced by Uuh, that 

binding energy would provide more fruitful discussion.  That binding energy is 

 

BEUuh-281  = [115 mp + 166 mn - mA] c
2
 = -4.9x10

-9
 J        (18) . 

 

Now assuming the radius of Uuh to be close to that of the approximate value estimated for r
Uup

 in the 

last section means that the electrostatic repulsion force at the nuclear surface would be of order 

Fes = k(116e
2
) / (R271)

2
 = 4.44x10

2
N .  The electrostatic force has a Coulomb potential of 

 

J10x45.3
R

e116
kU

12

271

2

C

           (19) . 

 

As such, the minimum possible velocity for a proton to reach the surface of Uuh would be 

)c21.0or(s/m10x43.6m/)U2(v
7

pCmin   . 

 

Fortunately for our earlier arguments, this means that a single proton traveling at 0.94c has enough 

kinetic energy J10x64.6vm½KE 112

pp

  to overcome electrostatic repulsion forces and suggests 

that a lower energy mode of operation is possible (although it would make the production of an alpha 

anti-alpha pair even more unlikely). 

 

Since it is noted that the energy of two alpha particles is E2α = 1.19x10
-9

J, this reveals an interesting 

relationship between Uup and Uuh as seen by BEUup < E2α < BEUuh .  The energy required to generate 

an alpha anti-alpha pair would force Uup to break apart.  But in principle, Uuh should be able to survive 

such a bombardment. 

 

What this may imply overall is that Uuh
281

 may behave as a hard repulsive nuclear core to incoming 

relativistic material.  Meaning that once all nuclear quantum numbers are “occupied”, any additional 
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incoming particles would force Uuh nucleons to rebound all incoming particles with enough force to 

generate exotic particles such as alpha anti-alpha particle pairs. 

 

From current nuclear theory, the most likely particles to be associated with a repulsive core would be 

the pi-mesons [which are quark-antiquark pairs] (also known as "pions" -- particles whose primary 

function is to hold together nucleons together via the strong nuclear force in known stable elements 

against electrostatic repulsion forces). 
 

Moreover, in principle it is possible for 3 pions to merge and form protons, antiprotons, neutrons, 

and antineutrons. 

 

For example, an antiproton-neutron pair is allowed to form mathematically through the combination 

 

2[(d-ū)] + [(u-dbar)] = 2(π
-
) + (π

+
) = pbar + n     (20)  

 

where u = up quark and d = down quark.  Thus, the creation of the hypothetical alpha anti-alpha particle 

pair could be represented through 

 

α + αbar  ≈≈  6π
+
 +6π

-
 + γ         (21) 

 

although the physicality of this type of reaction may be brought into question as it seems unlikely that a 

small cyclotron could reproduce such energies.  [note:  Although here, we will note that lone pi-mesons 

can decay down into muons and neutrinos.  Which at this point seems trivial but will become important 

later when we discuss the alleged gravity waves which exist within the reactor.] 
 

However, stranger yet is that the hypothesis that mesons could interact with the hadrons in order to 

generate a strong gravity field is far from new.  In fact, it has been argued that [f] mesons [now termed 

Ds mesons] could interact with hadrons in a strong gravitational-like matter (Isham, Salam, Strathdee 

1974 [15]).  Thus this consideration has some very serious merit. 

 

Therefore, the only iota of a chance for antimatter being generated from the reaction claimed by 

Lazar is if somehow a low-energy interaction could somehow induce a hadronic gravitational field to 

release meson particles. 

 

As for the operation of the reactor itself, Lazar has stated LAE that it ran at a very low frequency 

which we are led to believe is to be associated with cycled emissions of the alleged cyclotron-like proton 

injector.  The JFI, Inc. website on this issue stated that a “Carrier Wave Frequncy: 7.46 Hz at a 1-

micron bandwidth” was indicative of the normal operating conditions of the reactor.  Which implies 

that the carrier wave frequency is being modulated by the release of ultraviolet radiation within the 

reactor chamber. 

 

What is of interest is that the 1-micron bandwidth data yields some insights into the internal energies 

of the alleged reactor.  For starters, it suggests that an energy gap of 

 

eV24.1
)eV/J10x6.1)(m10(

hc
E

196g 


         (22) 

 

would be present within the reactor (which would not even ionize the outer most Uup electrons). 
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The above energy gap is actually pretty close to the gap associated with modern semiconductors 

(and hence the reason we often refer to such devices as "microchips").  Which is hardly impressive 

considering that Lazar alleges the reactor can distort spacetime as much as a black hole. 

 

Another oddity is that Lazar has stated that reactor gives of no thermal heat.  And yet electrical 

energy is provided by a thermionic generator.  It is impossible for both statements to be true. 

 

So it is hard to take a lot of Lazar’s claims at face value.  But if we assume the micro bandwidth data 

provided to be associated with thermal energy, then in theory the reactor should be operating at a very 

high temperature. 

 

According to Wien’s Law, the reactor’s internal temperature should be 

 

K10x9.2
m10

mK10x9.2
T

3

6

3

Wien 




                 (23) 

 

which is roughly half the surface temperature of the Sun.  And yet Lazar claims the reactor gives off no 

heat. 

 

For the non-chemically inclined, I feel obligated to point out the fact that the reactor’s operating 

condition just calculated above would also be just enough to liquify LAE according to the melting point 

data in the LAE 115 Table (giving further insights into reactor operations -- that is, if Lazar is to be 

believed). 

 

 

On the plausibility of gravitational radiation being emitted from the reactor unit 

 

The primary function of the reactor is the subject matter that really held my interests when I first 

came across the Lazar saga.  But with the review we have had up to this point, it is extremely difficult to 

take at face value most of Lazar’s claims. 

 

On many occasions, Lazar has described that the waveguide leading away from the reactor had a 

diameter of approximately 8 cm (0.08 m) and that the dimensions of the waveguide were somehow 

related to the frequency of the gravitational wave emitted by the reactor. 

 

[Question from a crowd]: Bob, the microwave frequency going to the waveguide is 

electromagnetic.  Or that's gravitational? [sic] 

 

They're one in the same.  [If that were really the case, tow trucks would be capable 

of towing cars with radio waves.] 

 

Question: I don't understand what you mean by that. 

 

Gravity is...  Unfortunately, Physics hasn't gotten to that part yet.  But gravity 

essentially is part of the electromagnetic spectrum [wrong!]. 

 

[Crowd Question]: Then what frequency is it? 

 

That's something I'm reserving for myself.  [How open and convenient of him, 

huh?] (Mahood 1994, Tech: UFO Seminar [19])  The resonant frequency of the 
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gravity wave I do know.  But I don't know it off hand; I just can't remember it. 

(Goodman KVEG Interview 1989 [11]) 

 

Question: Something in the microwave range? 

 

Something about the microwave range.  Well, you can sort of figure it out by the 

dimensions of the waveguide itself.  And that’s about it … (Knapp 1989, KLAS 

[17]) 

 

As seen from the previous set of quotes, it is clear that the claimed dimensions of the waveguide are 

tied to the resultant gravitational wave frequency found within the reactor.  A simple calculation yields 

the wave frequency as fgw = c / 0.08m = 3.75x10
9
 Hz . 

 

However, what is troubling by this assertion (aside that electromagnetism and gravitation are 

claimed to be related proportional forces) is that in General Relativity, matter is transparent to 

gravitational waves just as visible light is transparent to most forms of glass.  Therefore in theory, a 

gravitational waveguide would be superfluous because a waveguide would be transparent to gravity 

waves! 

 

Even stranger is that one statement made by Lazar seems to suggest a waveguide isn’t really needed. 

 

...energy is transmitted essentially [transmitted to the amplifiers and other craft 

components] without wires.  I related it to almost a Tesla setup ... and through the 

waveguide to receive the basic wave (Mahood 1994, Tech: UFO Seminar [19]) 

 

Lazar’s words taken into account with accepted theory seem to suggest that some electromagnetic 

waveform is being carried away from the reactor for some unclear purpose.  Which again suggest that 

the gravitational waves themselves do not require a waveguide to reach the alleged amplifiers as one 

would expect. 

 

Even more troubling is that Lazar seems to imply that gravitational radiation is limited to the 

microwave frequency only.  However, as Hathaway correctly points out: “the wave-like nature of 

gravity can have an almost infinite set of frequencies ascribed to it.” (Hathaway 1994 [13]). 

 

That said, however, if the Earth were to spontaneously collapse into a black hole, one could in 

principle speculate that the frequency of its gravitational waves might be related to its Schwarzschild 

radius so that  fEbh = c
3
 / 2GME = 3.38x10

10
 Hz.  And since this in the microwave band, it appears to 

give merit to Lazar’s claims. 

 

However, while superficially there appears to a believable connection to the waveguide and an ultra-

dense Earth-based gravitational field, this is nothing more than a mere coincidence because the actual 

radius of the Earth (RE = 6.39x10
6
m) is not taken into account. 

 

In accordance with General Relativity, the interaction of the 'Sports Model' spacecraft with the Earth 

should generate a gravitational wave frequency that corresponds to 

 

Hz10x78.8
R

)mM(G16
f

3

3

E

SME

Egw







               (24) 
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where mSM = 8 metric tons (a reasonable guess for the mass of the alleged 'Sports Model' craft).  Thus 

direct interaction with the reactor's supposed gravity waves and the Earth’s seems unlikely. 

 

Now what should be strongly noted here is that it would be highly unlikely for element Uup to emit 

the same kind of gravitational radiation as the Earth as claimed by Lazar.  For one, it would break the 

law of Conservation of Energy.  And two, the reactor’s waveguide dimensions do not even match the 

theoretical frequency of the Earth! 

 

In all probability, the gravitational radiation associated with LAE should in principle correspond to 

its Compton wavelength.  From our earlier discussion of the reactor matter-antimatter reaction, Uuh 

A=281 is the most likely candidate for the catalyst which generates the source for the alleged 

gravitational wave emission.  It has a Compton wavelength of λC = ħ/mUuhc = 7.45x10
-19 

m.  Which is 

clearly well within the nucleus of an atom and has a corresponding Compton frequency of fCUuh = 

4.02x10
26

 Hz . 

 

Therefore, the most likely route for the emission of gravitational radiation in the microwave band 

from a SHE is for a high-energy graviton to somehow absorb the Compton frequency of a SHE.  And 

then have the graviton’s energy decay on our brane as it interacts with a large extra spatial dimensions as 

according to String Theory (Antoniadis 2006 [4]). 

 

The Compton frequency decay of Uuh to the microwave band would follow the exponential decay 

constant k = ln(fgw/fUuh) = -39.213... (see Figure 2) as such the simplest String Theory to suggest such a 

decay mode would be the Randall-Sundrum (RS) brane-world scenario (Randall and Sundrum 1999 

[27]). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The RS brane model argues that the reason that gravity appears weak is because it lives in an extra-

dimensional space where gravity is much stronger (Planck brane) but decays in strength as the energy of 

the Planck brane moves through a bulk 5-dimensional Anti-de Sitter spacetime. 

 

The weakened gravity from the warped bulk spacetime eventually reaches our weaker 3-dimensional 

brane at a much lower energy giving the illusion that gravity is a weak force.  The line element which 

describes the behavior of RS spacetime is (Randall and Sundrum 1999 [27]) 

 

 
Figure 2:  Uuh’s G=gravitational wave exponential decay frequencies 

displayed in meters as inferred by Lazar’s description of the 

‘Sports Model’ reactor force field and waveguide system. 
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ds
2
 = e

-2k|y|
 ημνdx

4
 + dy

2
           (25) 

 

where k is the decay mode |y| deals with compactification of a hidden extra-dimension.  The special case 

of this spacetime is where y=0 as it represents the classical spacetime of General Relativity. 

 

Similarly from the RS model, the origin of the Plank energy scale can be described in terms of a 

high-energy warped extra-dimension (Randall and Sundrum 1999 [27]) 

 

]e1[
k

M
M ckr2

3
2

p


                       (26) 

 

where rc is the compactifaction radius. 

 

Therefore, it would at least seem superficially possible to work backwards and arrive at the energies 

necessary to reproduce the gravity waves alleged by Lazar.  In fact, it has even been modeled that 

gravity waves striking our brane from a RS style extra-dimension would appear to us as a sea of 

incoming and decaying gravitons (Seahra 2005 [31]). 

 

In that sense, the consequence hadronic matter gravitational waves (cf. Isham, Salam, Strathdee 

1974 [15]) may decay on our brane to particles like pions and then into particles like muons at further 

distances. 

 

 

Properties of the Reactor’s apparent AntiGravity Field 

 

There appears to be only one interview which gives some further insights into the properties of the 

gravity wave being emitted from the reactor.  That excerpt is as follows. 

 

Jim: I heard you speak of bouncing golf balls off of this anti-gravity field?  

[referring to a “force field” which surrounds the reactor’s spherical casing as it 

operates] 

 

Yeah.  It was about a 20-inch radius from the surface of the sphere [the sphere is the 

alleged reactor dome that Lazar stated to have an 18-inch diameter] (Goodman 

1989, KVEG [11]) 

 

The question asked by "Jim" was quite interesting in that the effect does adequately describe how 

anti-gravity would behave in principle -- i.e., by repelling ordinary matter contrary to Lazar’s statements 

on the subject that the reactor doesn’t generate “anti-gravity”. 

 

Therefore the response to Jim’s question by Lazar was revealing in that a radius for the field was 

given.  Which means that the approximate force of the alleged field can be calculated.  If we assume the 

golf ball had a mass of, say, 45.9 grams (USGA) and had an initial acceleration of 3 m/s
2
, it would have 

impact force of 0.138 Newtons.  In order for the golf ball's impact force to balance out the equipotential 

gravitational field of the Earth, the field just outside the reactor must have had a potential of acceleration 

of -9.67 m/s
2
. 

 

Thus if Lazar is to be believed, then the reactor puts out a force field radius of rrf  = 0.737 m (20 in + 

9 in) which can cause a golf ball to reverse direction thereby causing the system to act like an elastic 

collision.  The 'Sports Model' craft was also alleged to use 223 grams of Uup fuel which supposedly has 
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a lifetime of 25-some odd years (7.89 x 10
8

 seconds) and should produce a gravitational force equal in 

magnitude to that of the Earth which is all done by some reaction process that runs at a 7.46 Hz cycle. 

 

Now assuming the golf ball felt had an impact force of 0.138 Newtons upon colliding with the 

reactor force field tells us the total graviton mass emitted a second would be of order 

 

kg10x88.1
GM

)m737.0(N138.0
m

16

E

2

g

        (27)  

 

although it should be strictly noted that gravitons in theory are emitted from what string theorists call the 

"bulk" into our brane in order to 

reproduce the gravitational effects 

attributed to General Relativity.  As 

a side note from this perspective, it 

might also be envisioned that 

gravitons entering our brane might 

appear to create anti-gravitational-

like geometries (see Figure 3). 

 

Getting back on track, since 

LAE with A=280 would have an 

atomic mass in the ball park of 

282.264 amu and with there 

supposedly being roughly 223 

grams of this substance would yield 0.790 moles of Uup for the lifetime of the gravitational reaction.  

Therefore the Uup fuel could be considered a limiting reactant.  And since it supposedly has a lifetime 

of 25 years, we can expect the number-of-gravitons emitted per second to correspond to gem = 0.790 

mol*(1-sec)/25 yrs = 6.03x10
14

 [could this be the source for the UV (micro) band interference 

associated with the reactor’s cycling operation?] and hence suggest an individual graviton mass of 

order mg = (∑mg)/gem = 3.12x10
-29

 kg which is just slightly above the mass of a muon [note: the muon is 

essentially the electron’s “heavy” or massive counterpart]. 

 

This which is of interest because the pions which we discussed earlier are also capable of decaying 

into these particles.  This may be no coincidence either as a paper by Akil illustrates that Newton’s 

Gravitational constant could be derived in terms of proton mass, electron mass, and muon mass in CGI 

units as demonstrated by (Akil 1992 [1]) 
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        (28). 

 

Thus in principle, the reactor’s field could represent a very strong gravitational field near the nuclear 

surface of a SHE because the 1-G acceleration produced the entire Earth could be replicated by one 

single nucleus at the Fermi-meter scale as seen by 

 

m10x58.3
g

mG
r

14

Earth

g

G1




                           (29). 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Gravitons leaving classical spacetime into the bulk result in 

classical spacetime curvature associated with General 

Relativity. While gravitons entering the 3+1 brane induce a 

negative curvature of spacetime inducing anti-gravity like 

effects. 
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At this point, there at least appears to be some circumstantial credence to the idea that the reactor 

could emit a strong gravitational field of sorts if it originated from the nucleus of an atom. 

 

 

The nature of Strong Gravity and the Reactor's Gravity Wave 

 

Now while I (and enumerable other physicists) would take issue with anyone equating the 

ElectroMagnetic force and the Gravitational force, it has nonetheless been attempted in the past with less 

than fruitful results.  [StealthSkater note: the fabled "Unified Field Theory" of Einstein?] 

 

However, what may be lesser known is that there have been researches who have relatively recently 

proposed that Newtonian gravitation may act more strongly at the nuclear scales.  Contemporary 

physicists would scoff at such a premise because gravitation is believed to be weak at the nuclear scales 

and hence can be ignored.  But that is based on the premise that Newton’s Gravitational constant G is 

scale invariant.  The question to be asked now is what would the consequences be if G was not scale 

invariant? 

 

Strangely enough, along those lines a paper written by Anastasovski and Hamilton published by the 

U.S. D.O.E. suggested a correlation between Newtonian gravity and the electromagnetic force at the 

Fermi scale (Anastasovski and Hamilton 2003 [3]).  In that paper, it was suggested that Newton’s 

gravitational constant G varies at the Fermi scale at a base of G0 = 1.49x10
29

m
3
/kgs

2
 in order for the 

electric force to balance out the gravitational force. 

 

What is also interesting is that Oldershaw has independently proposed a similar rescaling of G of 

order 10
38

*G at the atomic scale by using fractal mathematics to linearly scale the large0scale Universe 

down to the atomic one (Oldershaw 2007 [24]). 

 

Further near the completion of this review, the author also found another rescaling of G to 10
40

*G 

done earlier by Jack Sarfatii (http://destinymatrix.blogspot.com/2003_07_01_archive.html; cited June 

13, 2008.  It is noted that Sarfatti gives much due credit to Abdus Salam’s “f-gravity” [where f 

represents a massive 2
+
 (spin-two) singlet f-meson (now called a Ds-meson) field] and gives citations 

that this author doesn’t have access to: “Collective Phenomena edited by Herbert Frohlich and my UCR 

Ph.D. dissertation advisor Fred W. Cummings, (Gordon & Breach ?)". 1973-74.Sarfatti 1973 [29]). 

 

Therefore from the fact that 3 papers independently gave similar rescalings for G suggests that there 

may be some merit to the idea that G may be variable in the Fermi-meter range.  And as such, we will 

investigate these consequences on LAE in this Section. 

 

For our purposes, it would seem wise to use the Anastasovski and Hamilton approach as it proposes 

a differing value of G for each period of the Periodic Table, in that light period 7 elements translate G to 

G7 = 3.99x10
24

m3/kgs
2
 . 

 

One oddity found by using a scaled G factor is that you can use a gravitational equation to arrive at 

an approximate solution for the velocity of an electron “orbiting” its nucleus.  For our purposes, let us 

now consider Uuh’s escape velocity 
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where R281=7.78x10
-15

m.  Which is an interesting result because Quantum theory predicts that the 

average velocity for an electron in the n=7 energy level has the value  ν7e = 7ħ/meao = 1.53x10
7
 m/s. 

 

What is of particular interest is that the parameters given by LAE A=271 yields exactly the correct 

value for the electron velocity in the n=7 energy level ν7e = (G7MUup)/R271)
½
 .  Thus suggesting the 

possibility that Uup nucleons could indeed have their own local strong gravitational field. 

 

What also might be worthwhile to point out is that the ratio G/G7=1.67x10
-35

 is identical to the 

magnitude of the "Planck Length" [i.e., the theoretical universal measurement unit for distance]  

Lp = [Gh)/(2πc
3
)]

½
 = 1.62x10

-35
 m scale. 

 

It is also of interest that by virtue of strong G interacting with the Earth’s gravitational field that  
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It appears to have a mass source that is only less than 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the 

reactor's alleged force field.  From this reasoning, it is also possible to conclude that there can be no 

strong gravity coupling in the waveguide of the 'Sports Model' due to enormous G forces that 

would theoretically exist within it 
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Although strikingly enough in General Relativity, the frequency of a gravitational wave associated 

with LAE and its reaction within the reactor can be approximated by the equation 
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It is a close match for the alleged frequency of the reactor’s waveguide (it is also noted that in G7 

form, the system has a relative frequency of one-half Uuh’s Compton frequency 1/2*fCUuh which is not 

without foundation {Sidharth 1997 [33]}) and would have an amplitude of order 
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But for G7, the amplitude becomes 7

mgw 10x06.1)r/1(A  .  One thing that General Relativity 

demonstrates which Lazar seems not to have realized is that the amplitudes of gravitational waves are 

very weak and actually decrease with distance from their source. 

 

Furthermore, gravitational waves actually radiate power.  A quick gravitational wave power output 

formula (Baker 2006 [5]) yields 
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So if we assume the angular frequency ω of LAE is dependent upon a muon orbiting Uup A=271 for 

the sake of argument, then its orbital period can be given in terms of T = [2πR271] / [7ve] = 3.19x10
-21

s.  

Thus we find the angular frequency to be ω = 2π(1/T) = 1.97x10
21

 Hz. 

 

Therefore in classical General Relativity, the power output of the Uup gravitational wave would be 

PGR = 1.33x10
-38

 W which is completely negligible as its magnitude is less than that of Planck’s 

constant h.  Just the kind of result one would expect from classical General Relativity.  However for G7, 

the power output becomes substantially greater PSG = 7.94x10
-4

 W and would therefore be detectable in 

a laboratory setting if it exists. 

 

If we further hypothesize that the energy output of a gravitational wave is also tied to its frequency, 

then we find an energy magnitude that is equivalent to that of a muon 
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since the total kinetic energy of a single muon is Emu = mmu *c
2
 = 1.69x10

-12
 J. 

 

What is also somewhat surprising is that if we use the classical General Relativity power output 

formula and use Uuh’s Compton frequency for ωUuh = 2πfCUuh = 2.64x10
27

 Hz, we find a very similar 

energy to the strong gravity field output 
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It is here worth pointing out that P in terms of General Relativity can sometimes be off by 2 orders 

of magnitude when one uses methods of approximations (Baker 2006).  So even though Eqw and Eqgw 

are not exact matches for Emu does not mean that neither result from muons but rather gives weight to 

the hypothesis that they both do. 

 

Since the Planck Length Lp is currently believed to be the universal measuring scale of all 

phenomena within the Universe, as such for G7 would have its own measuring scale which can be 

deduced from a modified Planck Length L7p = 3.95x10
-18

m. 

 

The Planck Length can also be reinterpreted to have mass Mp = [hc/(2πG)]
½
.  Therefore quantum 

gravity effects are typically expected to become strong when a Planck Energy Ep = 1.96x10
9
J = 

1.22x10
19

 GeV (note: 1 eV = 1.6x10
-19

 J) occupies a region the size of Lp.  From this line of thought, it 

would mean that the strong gravity effects associated with LAE should show up at around E7p = 49.93 

GeV. 
 

If the Planck Energy allows for travel into extra-spatial dimensions as speculated in String Theory, it 

begs one to consider how LAE would behave in such a situation.  In the Arkani-Hamed Dimopoulos 

Davile (ADD) formalism of String Theory, large extra transverse dimensions are allowed to exist within 

the MS ≈ Tev range and have the following possible theoretical scales (Golutvin, et al. 2004 [12]) 
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where n represents the number of extra spatial dimensions and it is noted that M-theory scenarios put the 

upper limit of extra dimensions at n=6.  Given that GeV-1 ≈≈ 2x10
-14

 cm, then the transverse extra-

dimensional size of LAE would correspond to 

 

RTLAE ≈≈ 10
(36/n)

 x 10
-15

 cm                     (39). 

 

At n=6, we find that RTLAE =1x10
-10

m which is 1-Angstrom and means that the size of the large 

extra dimensions are on par of the atomic scale (it is also noted that experimental evidence appears to 

rule out n≤3).  Therefore under the ADD scenario, the strong gravity effects of LAE could extend past 

the nucleus of LAE but not go beyond its atomic radius.  This also gives some credibility to the idea that 

the fCUuh Compton frequency gravitational waves could decay down to the waveguide frequency fgw 

within LAE. 

 

Furthermore, since the total kinetic energy of 2 alpha particles turns out to be 7.51 GeV, it would 

take 8 of these release particles (or the mass of about 54 nucleons ~ 49.93 GeV) to initiate the 

production of these alleged gravity waves. 

 

Therefore if one were to draw conclusions from the quantitative results in this Section, it would 

suggest that the reactor’s gravity wave could be associated with an 11-dimensional quantum gravity 

effect within the nucleons and possess a field that is much stronger than the Newtonian gravitational 

field.  The quantum mechanics of the nuclear force is known as "Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD)".  

So it would seem likely that some variation to its standard makeup would be needed in order to allow for 

the possibility of gravitational wave propagation. 

 

It also seems likely that as a muon leaves a modified QCD field that the strength of the amplitude of 

its gravitational wave would fall off to levels predicted by General Relativity and not by G7 values.  

There is further evidence which suggest that any such possible extra-dimensional radiation would also 

go unnoticed in classical spacetime (Mironov Morozov 2007] [20]).  [note: From our earlier discussions, 

it would actually appear that only the mesons experience the high density gravitational fields and that 

the muons would be the decay particles from this field.] 

 

Therefore, it would seem logical to assume that the only way for a fairly strong gravitational wave to 

leave the 'Sports Model's reactor (without leaking into an extra dimension) is if -- and only if -- a large 

number of muons were to superimpose their wave functions instantaneously as they left their nuclear 

confines, thereby leaving a larger superimposed wave amplitude in which to fall off by standard General 

Relativistic means. 

 

 

Gravitational Amplification, Amplifiers, and Propulsion? 

 

What this all has been leading down to is to answer the question is it possible initiate a gravitational 

wave reaction and to amplify such a wave form to allow for gravitational propulsion? 

 

Lazar has stated that the 'Sports Model' craft possesses 3 units that he terms to be "gravity 

amplifiers" which access the reactor’s gravity wave and then pulses that away from the craft in order to 

generate propulsion.  It’s hard to separate the gravitational wave amplification descriptions from the 

propulsion aspects of the amplifiers from Lazar’s descriptions as seen by the following. 

 

The 3 gravity generators [this is a point even Lazar can not keep straight although 

most of his statements rather imply that there are 3 gravity amplifiers which 

amplify the gravity wave within the reactor] produce a gravitational beam.  What 
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they do is they converge the 3 gravity generators [amplifiers] onto a point and use 

that as a focal point. 

 

They bring them up to power [a strange choice of words when he has claimed in 

numerous other interviews that they are always on full power] and PULL that point 

towards the disk [in terms of General Relativity this concept makes no 

comprehensible sense]. The disk itself will attach ONTO that point and snap back. 

 

There is no evidence from General Relativity that such bending can be made 

anisotropically (i.e. in a preferred direction). (Hathaway 1994 [13]) [at last, 

something I’m in 100% agreement with!] 

 

I don't know if I mentioned it before, but the amplifiers always run at 100%.  They 

are always outputting a maximum gravity wave.  And that wave is phase-shifted 

from zero to 180 degrees.  That's essentially the attraction and repulsion [it is noted 

here that if two like waves are phase shifted by one pi-radian or 180 degrees, it 

would actually result in the existence of flat spacetime and not induce an anti-

gravitational effect as suggested by Lazar] (Mahood 1994, Tech: UFOs and Alien 

Presence [19]). 

 

As it can be clearly seen, the previous sets of statements appear to contradict one another along with 

a number of other statements Lazar has made.  One example being that he has said that powering up the 

amplifiers is what amplifies the gravitation field within the reactor.  But here he states it’s always at a 

maximum.  So you are left to wonder which it is.  But for our purposes, we will assume that the 

amplifiers always amplify waves at a maximum. 

 

We will now ignore the comments relating to propulsion for the time being in order to ascertain how 

the alleged gravitational wave amplifiers could possibly behave.  A few quotes relaying how the 

amplifiers behave removed from the 'Sports Model' craft should help us form a conceptual framework of 

their purported operations. 

 

They had one of the amplifiers off the craft connected to the reactor and focused it 

down.  You could see through it.  And then there's just a black dot where you can 

see all the light was being bent away from the focal point.  (JFI, Inc. 2006, Tape 3: 

Side A [16]). 

 

They were able to channel the field off in a demonstration that they created an 

intense gravitational area.  And you began to see a small little black disk form.  That 

was the bending of the light.  (JFI, Inc. 2006, Tape 3: Side A [16]). 

 

... they had a mockup small gravity amplifier.  There were three focused into a 

point.  And that area of focus was probably 9-or-10 inches in diameter.  (Knapp 

KLAS-TV 1989 [17]) 

 

One of the key descriptions of the amplifiers is that they are essentially cylindrical tubes with 

dimensions of 2-feet by 4-feet.  Not much else is known aside from the information in the quotes above.  

If we take Lazar’s comments of a blackhole-like event horizon with a 5-inch (12.7 cm) radius being 

formed by the gravity amplifiers seriously, then according to General Relativity the mass within the 

amplifiers must be of order 
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or about 14.31 Earth masses!  Needless to say, it’s rather impossible for a 2-foot by 4-foot object with a 

mass of about 14 Earth masses to exist on Earth’s surface without having some serious consequences.  

 

Nonetheless, there has been experimental evidence in recent years which demonstrates that by using 

"metamaterials", many objects can appear invisible to microwave bandwidths.  Moreover, Allan 

Greenleaf of the University of Rochester has even suggested the mathematical possibility that 

metamaterials could even make an object appear to be invisible to all wavelengths of light through a 

paper published in Physical Review Letters (ScienceDaily 2007 [18]). 

 

So surprisingly enough, in practice it is quite possible for the so-called "gravitational amplifiers" to 

appear transparent while in use which may or may not be caused by the presence of a strong 

gravitational field.  We could also base the mass on the light-bending aspect of General Relativity.  By 

using geometric units (where G=c=k=1) the angle of deflection can be calculated from ∆Φ = 4M/R 

(MTW 1973 [21]). 

 

Thus to get a transparency-like effect for the amplifiers would require that ∆Φ be equal to one π 

radian.   Therefore, the gravitational mass of the amplifiers should approach 
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Which is again a rather implausible mass for the alleged gravitational amplifiers!  If the geometric 

units were given in terms of G7, then it puts an upper limited on mass at 7.15x10
-10

 kg (although from 

our discussion in the last Section, this form of gravity is highly unlikely to act in classical spacetime!) 

 

However in String Theory, it is known that in 5-or-more dimensions, a black hole can transition into 

what is known as a “black ring” (Emparan and Reall 2002 [8]).  Therefore if the amplifiers could 

generate a 5-dimensional field (a highly unlikely possibility unless the amplifiers were composited of 

materials utilizing LAE), a “black ring” would form but would be gravitationally unnoticeable from our 

3-brane (although electromagnetic radiation would still be affected in the local vicinity of the field). 

 

Thus, the transparency-like effect described by Lazar could be recreated using relatively little energy 

and essentially would behave as a gravitational analogue of the so called “electromagnetic wormhole” 

(ScienceDaily 2007 [18]). 

 

It is also noted that from the JFI, Inc. website that there was a drawing by Lazar indicating the 

maximum distortion of the spacecraft in interstellar mode was localized to a region 100 cm in diameter.  

From our discussion thus far, we can rule out a conventional G Newtonian coupling if the field is 

somehow to induce propulsion as claimed.  Thus the total upper limit of mass the amplifiers could 

generate is 
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or about a fourth of the theoretical Planck mass.  But once again, it is stressed that such a field can not 

exist within classical spacetime. 
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This leads us now to consider the following conversation dealing with possible time dilations effects 

associated with the amplifiers: 

 

Jim: And also about the candle, the wax, and the flame stood still? 

 

Right.  (Knapp 1989, KLAS [17]). 

 

In one interview, Lazar describes that 3 mock amplifiers were focused onto a candle flame which 

then allegedly made the candle flame appear absolutely still.  Gravitational time dilation is possible 

according to General Relativity. 

 

To demonstrate this, let us say that Lazar stood at distance of dS = 10 ft. (3.048 m) from the candle.  

And that under normal conditions, a candle flame would flicker every tf = 0.1 seconds and that the 

amplifier had a mass equivalent as deduced above.  Then by gravitational time dilation, the rate of 

flickering would decrease by the following order 
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Thus it is apparent that a candle flicker rate could slow.  But just not to the degree Lazar claims to 

have witnessed although we can give some Lazar some leeway here if we assume a 5-dimensional field 

is the cause for the temporal slowing.  But as seen from the last Section, this possibility seems unlikely 

due to the displacement of the amplifiers from the source gravity waves. 

 

The next reasonable issue to address is how would it be possible -- or even IF it would be possible -- 

to amplify a gravitational wave?  At this point, a comment from Hathaway pretty much illustrates the 

conventional concerns traditional physicists would have in attempting to take the claims of Lazar 

seriously. 

 

An amplifier must be able to distinguish what is being amplified from the power 

required to amplify whatever is being amplified.  Since gravity penetrates all 

matter, the amplifiers must be constructed from non-matter.  An unlikely situation.  

The directing of such waves from an amplifier via some antenna or gravity radiator 

is even more unlikely. (Hathaway 1994 [13]) 

 

The short answer is that 'yes' -- a gravitational wave can be amplified just as any other wave form in 

nature can be amplified or reduced through wave superposition.  However, there are a number of 

problems with gravitational wave amplification in which Lazar does not appear to know. 

 

The foremost is that gravitational waves are created by accelerating matter.  But Lazar seems to 

imply that it possible to amplify gravitational waves through an electromagnetic-style amplifier.  The 

reality, however, is that it just as unlikely to amplify a gravity wave via electromagnetism as it is to use 

laboratory “slowed light” to amplify sound waves. 

 

Furthermore as observed in the last Section, the amplitudes of gravitational waves actually decrease 

with distance and do not stay constant unlike electromagnetic waves which introduce further problems 

for many of Lazar’s claims (see Figure 4). 
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However with all that being said, electromagnetic energy can accelerate mass (in the form of 

electrons) and in principle it would amplify gravitational waves.  But the amplitude would be extremely 

negligible as can also be deduced from the last Section. 

 

If we feel like giving Mr. Lazar a great deal of latitude, we could speculate that the electric 

properties of muons may allow for a subtle overlap between gravitational waves and electromagnetic 

waves if they share the same frequency as the case appears to be with LAE.  If that then might be the 

case, then those gravitational waves could be amplified with a simple traveling-waveguide tube that is 

modified by a condensed matter atomic amplifier (Inouye, et. al. 1999 [14]). 

 

Since it only appears that the gravitational amplifiers can only distort spacetime if there is an extra-

dimensional component to its operation, we must devise a situation for the amplifiers to obtain such a 

component from the reactor’s gravitational waves for Lazar’s claims to remain credible. 

 

First -- from our early discussion of the reactor’s operation, we can hypothesize that a gravity wave 

is formed by LAE or Uuh by a kind of QCD "repulsion field" (i.e., nuclear repulsive core). 

 

Second -- from our discussion of the alleged gravity waves being emitted by LAE, we may speculate 

that the repulsive core effect is induce by a high-energy RS bulk energy pushing back on our brane due 

to the large-extra dimensional ADD spacetime energies being produce from LAE being bombarded by a 

large number of protons. 

 

The RS bulk would then act as barricade to the released ADD energy.  The warp shaped of the bulk 

would also cause the ADD energy to decay into gravitons (Seahra 2005 [31]) and low amplitude 

gravitational waves on our brane (see Figure 5 for conceptualization). 

 
Figure 4: The exponentially decaying Uuh Compton frequency 

being amplified by a microwave traveling-waveguide tube. 
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Therefore, the only probable method for any appreciable amount of gravitational wave amplification 

is by supposing a quantum superposition between the reactor’s electromagnetic component of the 

microwave decayed frequency to the matter within the amplifier and to the properties of the gravity 

wave in the bulk. 

 

In short, if the amplifiers have the same quantum components as the initial gravity wave, the 

amplifiers could just like LAE also push against the bulk.  Which would of course push back, 

inducing graviton production near the vicinity of the amplifiers. 

 

Now onto perhaps the most obvious alien aspect of Lazar’s allegations -- the presence of a 

mechanism which allows for interstellar flight at speeds which rival that of the light-speed barrier 

(which we all are familiar with, I hope). 

 

According to Lazar, the 'Sports Model' spacecraft has 2 modes of propulsion.  The first being the 

levitating mode (“omicron configuration”) for maneuvering over planetary bodies.  And the second 

mode being “delta configuration” which coexists along with the later for interstellar travel.  Both 

modes are controlled by 3 “gravity amplifiers” on the lower deck of the spacecraft. 

 

In the first mode of travel (i.e., around the surface of a planet), they essentially 

balance on the gravitational field that the generators [amplifiers] put out.  They ride 

a "wave" like a cork does in the ocean [this is interesting as this is exactly how 

Alcubierre described his warp drive concept for propulsion in General Relativity 

(Alcubieere 1994 [2]) ].  In that mode, they're very unstable and are affected by the 

weather. 

 

In the other mode of travel where they can travel vast distances, they can't really 

do that in a strong gravitational field like Earth [this statement is complete nonsense 

-- the Earth’s gravity field is so weak that a single jump by a human or a simple 

fridge magnet can over come it] because to do that, first of all they need to tilt on 

their side -- usually out in space.  Then they can focus on the point they need to with 

the gravity generators [amplifiers] and move on.  (Mahood 1994, Tech [19]) 

 

 
Figure 5: Gravity wave emitted from Uhh leaves 

ADD spacetime (green) and is stabilized and 

barricaded in the bulk by RS spacetime 

(purple) which then forces the gravity wave 

strength to decay on our brane (yellow). 
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For brevity and conciseness, we will only briefly examine the so-called "omicron configuration" 

(i.e., the planetary means of propulsion) although how the gravitational amplifiers allow for propulsion 

according to Lazar sounds very nonsensical.  In essence, Lazar claims that lensing a strong 

[amplified?] wave is sufficient to shoot a vector in any direction and therefore distort space-time 

in its path (JFI, Inc. 2006 [16]). 

 

What can I say here other than Lazar likes to make use of a cornucopia of nonsensical techno-babel.  

A "vector" -- as any physicist/engineer/mathematician will tell you -- is simply a measure of direction 

and magnitude.  But Lazar uses the term as though gravity waves are some kind of projectile.  

Furthermore, gravitation cannot be lensed as gravitational waves pass through all matter (and thus would 

be analogous to lensing light with light). 

 

On the other hand, Gravity does have the capability to lense light and has even been optically 

confirmed with photographs taken by the Hubble Space Telescope (although it is clear from Lazar’s use 

loose of terminology that he is unaware of such facts).  Further, Lazar seems to believe that shifting a 

gravity wave's phase allows it to essentially create repulsion or negative amplitude.  Which is nonsense 

as it would actually just produce a region of flat spacetime. 

 

Considering our discussions thus far, a repulsion field would not likely result from a phase shift.  But 

the presence of "imaginary" or negative mass could appear to induce repulsion.  That is, of course, 

assuming G7 fields can in fact manipulate the curvature of spacetime with only an infinitesimal almost 

nonexistent mass while at the same time failing to do things such as squash a candle into oblivion. 

 

The best way to envision an imaginary mass component for the amplifiers would be to consider the 

region in which Earth’s gravitational field interacts with the high energy component of LAE 

gravitational waves.  It can be seen that when the earth’s gravitational wave frequency overlaps with 

LAE gravitational wave frequency the total energy becomes  
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   .  From this perspective, it would take an amplification of 

A = (mSM)(ET/c
2)

 = 8.58x10
22

  to balance the 'Sports Model' spacecraft mass above the Earth’s surface. 

 

From here, it is clear that this would require an absurd amount of power PA = A*Pqgw = 6.52x10
21

W 

and would require more power than the spacecraft has mass in order to lift it into the air for just one 

second!  In order for the amplifiers to operate in “omnicrone mode”, you would have to wildly speculate 

that only bulk gravitational waves are somehow being amplified which then in turn induce an output of 

gravitons on our brane. 

 

Therefore, the overall described behaviors of the amplifiers as pontificated by Lazar seem highly 

improbable to say the least.  In fact, the only way to take it seriously is if the proposed strong nucleon 

gravity field acts completely independently from classical spacetime and yet somehow allows for 

seemingly classical fields to augment the geometry of the original field and then to allow for bulk 

amplification by quantum means. 

 

In short, everything which was laid out in previous Sections that made Lazar’s statements 

seem plausible have been completely undone.  That is unless one makes several modifications to 

String Theory to give the claims superficial credibility. 
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The Craft’s alleged Gravitational Field and Hyperdrive 

 

Apparently if Lazar is to be trusted, then the amplifiers of the 'Sports Model' craft must augment the 

geometry of the reactor’s gravitational field by means of superimposing quantum states on a bulk 

gravitational wave.  If we give Lazar that an extra-dimensional G7 field could somehow induce an 

imaginary-mass like field, then the "omicron" method of propulsion (i.e., following a gravitational field 

perpetually downward) seems to be a very probable method of maneuvering the craft near the surface of 

planetary body. 

 

The relevant question is how could the amplifiers actually produce the downward hill like 

gravitational field beneath the Sports Model craft as Lazar claims.  If there is an answer to this question, 

then we can move on to seriously discuss the alleged interstellar mode of propulsion. 

 

There was an interesting suggestion by Paul Potter that geometry associated with the bottom hull of 

the 'Sports Model' craft may act as a lense of sorts (Potter 2006 [26]).  So if the gravitational waves 

emitted from the alleged amplifiers could indeed produce a pulsed longitudinal beam (which albeit 

seems highly unlikely), then Potter’s hypothesis would appear to be a likely method for maneuvering the 

craft while in “omnicron” mode. 

 

The problem is, however, that it would seem to require that an electromagnetic field could somehow 

augment the geometry of a gravitational field.  Another concept which appears to also be highly 

unlikely. 

 

For the sake of argument, let us say that an electromagnetic modification of the reactor’s base 

gravitational field is possible.  And therefore-- by extension -- the possibility of a gravitational field 

drive becomes probable.  Lazar has more-or-less phrased the concept of gravitational propulsion as 

follows: 

 

The more intense the gravitational field, the greater the spacetime distortion and the 

shorter the distance between points 'A' and 'B'. (Madacy Entertainment Group, Inc. 

1988 [35]). 

 

If we look past the intricacies of the scientific conclusions of the past statement, then the general 

premise is essentially a correct one (although there are other fallacies with Lazar’s claims).  For 

example, he indicates that it is impossible to determine the velocity of the 'Sports Model' craft when it’s 

in the interstellar method of flight as seen from the following: 

 

And when you're screwing around with time and distorting it, you can no longer 

judge a velocity (Mahood 1994, Tech: KVEG [19]). 

 

The former statement is, however, pure nonsense as in General Relativity, one can actually “judge” 

velocity in “distorted” spacetimes by using a remote frame to record velocity measurements.  A 

relatively modern example of a spacetime using the remote frame measurement system are the so-called 

warp drive spacetimes (Alcubierre 1994 [2]).  In fact, using the "warp drive" concept allows one to 

determine a maximum velocity for the 'Sports Model' spacecraft as seen by an outside observer. 

 

It has recently been suggested that the vacuum energy associated with the Cosmological Constant λ 

may be related to the Casimir Effect and -- in conjunction with extra-dimensional space warping -- could 

be used to power a warp drive spacetime (Obousy and Cleaver 2008).  Assuming that the current Hubble 

expansion rate H could be increased to the speed-of-light would thus require a shift in magnitude of 

order (Obousy and Cleaver 2008) 
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Since H is taken to be proportional to 1/R
2 

in the model above, an extra dimension Rd required to be 

reduced in size by a factor of Rc = 8.52x10
-14

 Rd to allow for H to correspond to the speed-of-light for a 

warp drive geometry. 

 

So if we allow the modified Planck Length L7p to correspond to Rd, then the compactification scale 

would be Rc= 3.37x10
-31

.  And from this value, we can find the maximum apparent velocity for the 

'Sports Model' spacecraft.  From our analysis, the most probable maximum velocity for the 'Sports 

Model' craft would then become 

 

s/m10x23.6c10x08.2c
L

R
v
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P

c
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At this rate, it would only take 25 minutes to travel a distance of one light-year! 

 

A key flaw in Lazar’s description of the “delta configuration” mode is the claim that the amplifiers 

can drag cosmic amounts of spacetime any distance from the spacecraft instantaneously.  There is very 

little evidence -- or rather no evidence -- to suggest that a distant spacetime region can be brought to any 

remote spacetime location at instantaneous speeds without causing a massive gravitational disturbance 

on a Cosmic scale! 

 

So in short, it is highly improbable for Lazar’s interstellar mode of travel to operate as claimed.  The 

best case scenario is to run with the idea that ultra fast travel is indeed possible with the 'Sports Model' 

craft.  But the nature of its operation was largely guessed by individuals with only a very superficial 

knowledge of how gravity behaves. 

 

First, we will speculate that the gravitational field which surrounds the 'Sports Model' craft is based 

upon observational evidence aside from the strong gravity field beneath the craft while in interstellar or 

“delta configuration” mode.  Then we will speculate that hyper-fast travel is also possible.  This could 

have appeared to behave as though it were wormhole-like and thus would explain the postulate of the 

funnel-shaped distortion beneath the craft. 

 

We are, therefore, left with only one alleged factual claim:  that the amplifiers appear to focus on a 

distant point.  Using the hypothesis that the amplifiers generate a “black ring” from the last Section also 

rules out the concept of “gravitational lensing” of the amplifiers. 

 

We may also speculate that the only effect the amplifiers have within classical spacetime (aside from 

seemingly becoming transparent) is making the flow of time dilate.  Therefore it is not unreasonable to 

speculate that if the amplifiers are initially parallel and then move obliquely to one another, they then 

may be capable of forming a Closed Timelike Curve (CTC) near the vicinity of the craft. 

 

For further reference, Jack Sarfatii has argued in the past that in principle so-called UFOs may be 

able modify vacuum -- or possibly cosmological energy -- and have it act as a kind of “vacuum 

propeller” [note: it is also here noted that Sarfatti gives credit to Giovanni Modanese for coining this 

term], thereby inducing warp drive-like gravitational effects (Sarfatti 2003 [30]). 
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Sarfatti has gone even further to suggest that warp drive-like field geometries could likely be 

engineered by what the cosmological community presently terms "Dark Energy" and what Sarfatii 

refers to as "Zero-Point Field energy". 

 

Therefore, Sarfatti’s proposal is very similar to the idea of altering the Hubble parameter via extra-

dimensional-like Casimir Effect to allow for interstellar travel (Obousy and Cleaver 2008 [23]).  Based 

upon Lazar’s description, the Sarfatti redshift function (Sarfatti 2001 [28]) should be 
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Which in the case of LAE would tend to suggest that for interstellar travel, Uuh’s gravity wave 

would have to be modified in this format within hadronic matter due to the size of the redshift function.  

The redshift function of Sarfatti also leads to a wormhole’s minimum radii being scaled as (Sarfatii 2001 

[28]) 
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where τ represents the energy density of spacetime in 3-dimensions and L represents a modified Planck 

Length induced by a strong gravitational constant 10
40

*G. 

 

Thus a shape function corresponding to b(r0) from above would seem to allow for a wormhole whose 

mouth is far smaller than that what is allowed by classical General Relativity.  And suggesting that a 

reasonable amount of spacetime distortion for interstellar travel just outside the vicinity of the alleged 

spacecraft would not destroy it as one might naively expect. 

 

 

Conclusions 

 

So are Lazar’s claims "bust" or "bunk"?  Clearly, we could rule out Lazar’s claims by virtue of 

listing the number of his fallible statements: 

 

● Gravity is a wave 

● Electromagnetism and Gravitation are essentially the same thing 

● Element Z=115 can only be created within a massive star system 

 

On the other hand, we could also make a list of correct (and even partially-correct) statements that 

could give credence to Lazar’s claims: 

● There are elements with higher atomic numbers which are stable even though they don't 

occur naturally on Earth 

● Element-115 can produce gravity waves in the microwave band 

● Element-115 could form a "fcc" lattice through chemical bonding 

 

The two approaches above, however, seem less than genuine in their rationale.  But undoubtedly 

both detractors and supports of the Lazar saga will latch onto these points.  The best approach is to 

consider all points of view so that there are common frameworks of understanding in which to engage in 

a rational debate. 
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There appears to be a stronger correlation to the idea that Lazar’s statements are more inaccurate 

than they are accurate.  Which at the least tends to suggest that the scope of Lazar’s scientific knowledge 

is somewhat limited. 

 

However, it is also intriguing to consider that while Lazar’s scientific explanations often seem off 

the mark, his observational descriptions did survive some fact-checking. 

 

All in all, one can conclude that Lazar’s statements are all either false or there is at least some 

minimum validity to some of his claims.  Now with that said, whether or not Lazar’s statements should 

be taken to be as entirely false or at least partially credible, I’ll leave for you the reader to decide. 

 

 

Appendix A: Joe Vaninetti’s Diary 
 

Joe was first mentioned to my knowledge by a website (JFI, Inc 2006:Tape 3 /Side A [16]).  So his 

alleged statements should be taken seriously is the scheme of the Lazar story.  It is known that 

comments within the Joe Vaninetti were written by Vaninetti and not Lazar.  But it is unknown to this 

author if the diary itself is truly authentic or a hoaxed document. 

 

In any event, the diary contains a few details which do not exist within the Lazar interviews and 

potentially could be insightful in gathering further scientific details in order to check the validity of 

Lazar’s claims. 

 

For this purpose, much of the Vaninetti Diary is reproduced in this Appendix along with this author's 

comments to the various claims made (although be forewarned that most of the science is not just bad 

but very bad and you will see a lot of the author's red comments!): 

 

A low-energy proton will set up to 116 

223 grams to run each disk. 

Barry said it lasts 20-30 years 

 

Gravity 'A' is a "monopole" [which means what, exactly?] 

 

Gravity 'B' is bipolar 

 

[modified later to refer to Lazar’s alleged “out of phase gravity beams”.  In other words, all 

gravity results from the “gravity A” source.  And the normal gravity field we are accustomed 

results as a Macroscopic interference pattern.  Also had Lazar even the remotest familiarity 

with General Relativity, he should have known that gravitational waves actually radiate as 

quadrupoles and not “bipoles” (MTW 1973 [21] ).] 

 

Electrons (Leptons) are made of 2 smaller particles that cannot be separated. 

 

[Electrons are only but one of two groups in the lepton family with the other group being the 

neutrinos which coexist with their anti-matter and heavier mass cousins (see the Standard 

Model of Particle Physics).  However, both experimental and theoretical evidence points to 

the electron as being a fundamental particle and is not known to be made of any smaller 

particles.] 
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One part is a neutrino. 

 

[Emissions of anti-neutrinos from the Sun along with the release of neutrinos from neutron 

decay give strong evidence to the fact that ELECTRONS DO NOT CONTAIN 

NEUTRINOS!] 

 

Neutrinos are fundamental particles. 

 

[So what?  So are quarks and electrons to name just a few!  Did Lazar note this because he 

was not aware of this fact?] 

 

These 2 particles in leptons are held together by Gravity 'A'. 

 

[This is a load of quackery as it is well known that electromagnetic energy of intense enough 

strength produce electron-positron pairs which are far below the energy scale of the Strong 

Nuclear Force and are outside the confines of nuclei!  Thus empirical scientific evidence 

completely rules out any connection between leptons and what Lazar calls “Gravity A” (that 

he ties to the Strong Nuclear Force).  Furthermore, there also isn’t even any consistency 

within the notes as they imply that four particles make up an electron -- i.e. three -1/3 

“chargeons” and the neutrino; not just two particles!] 

 

The other particle has the charge. 

 

[The “chargeon”?  What is especially alarming with the labeling of a “chargeon” is that they 

are referred to as quarks in the Standard Model.  Moreover they have a mass, which they are 

claimed not have any for the electron in these sets of notes.  Of further mess is the claim that 

most of the electron's mass would be attributed to the neutrino.  Which is laughable today 

because it is known today the neutrino has a mass of about 3.92 x10
-36

 kg -- far less than the 

known electron mass!] 

 

G.U.T. 

 

Proton: each SMU [what is a SMU?  If the statement was originally typeset instead of being 

handwritten, a reasonable guess would be that an Atomic Mass Unit was implied.  

However, this does not seem to be the case] has an attractive force ('A') working on 

all of the chargeons [quarks?] of the unit (i.e., a proton has 5 chargeons [is this 

counting the "up quark" as two chargeons?] ).  A unit held together this way would 

be nearly impossible to blow apart.  [Is this possibly referring to “color 

confinement” in which free quarks are forbidden to exist in the STM of Particle 

Physics?] 

 

Free neutrons = 898 -sec lifetime [This is in agreement with observation] 
 

Free protons = 10
-39

 seconds  [This is a rather Huge Error (and clearly unforgivable) as this is 

close to the so-called Planck Time scale (which according to Weinberg would roughly 

correspond to the interaction time scale of the theoretical graviton with normal matter).  And 

furthermore, protons themselves are generally considered to be absolutely stable particles.  

Through charge conservation, however, proton decay is theoretically possible through the 

action p → π
0
 + e

+
.  But even through that processes, a free proton would remain stable for 

some 10
31

 years or about 10
40

 seconds!  In fact, this value is actually the INVERSE of the 

theoretical value!] 
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Gravity 'B' is not bi-polar thing but 180
o
 out-of-phase.  [This only makes sense in the context 

of a saucer’s alleged ability to ride gravity waves as claimed by Lazar, which I must also 

confess also sounds like a lot of nonsense.  As it is!]  Saucers fly by going off the phase of the 

planet.  Gravity waves stay constant [does this refer to frequency and wavelength?] but the 

amplitude [varies?] because of the varying mass [to even remotely, he should have said 

density -- not mass.  How can anyone knowledgeable in Physics not know this?] of the Planet.  

That's why saucers wobble when moving slow. 

 

Protons posses Gravity 'B' on top of the fact that SMUs possess Gravity 'B'  [This statement 

makes no sense as earlier writing suggested that whatever SMUs were, they had a “Gravity 

A” field -- not “Gravity B”.] 

 

Quarks are made of different combinations of Massons and Chargeons.  [This blows my 

earlier quark mass suggestion out of the water.  Does he perhaps really mean a Higgs bosons 

or Higgs bosons in place of “massons”?  Or perhaps was the intent that massons should 

really be labeled fermions and that chargeons should really be bosons?] 

 

Neutrinos are special-case Massons [Higgs bosons? Fermions?  If so, how are they "special 

cases"?] 

 

Chargeons act like photons  [How can this be when photons have no charge?  Or does this 

simply refer to massless characteristics?] 
 

115Uup
271

 bombarded w/neutrons in storage and bombarded w/protons to activate it.  [This is a 

rather odd statement as it suggest that Element-115 is artificially-created rather than 

obtained from elsewhere.  At best, it would suggest that neutrons are required to prevent 

Uup
271

 decay while in storage by giving it a larger mass number.  And that the 271 mass 

number is required for the emission of the alleged high-density gravitational field.] 

 

Strange part was before it [the reactor?] was turned 'on' as it would move [by touch?] around.  

When turned on, it is "time shifted" and cannot be moved [by hand].  "A little above my 

head".  Something w/gravity sets up standing waves. 

 

Anti-matter tracks down a tuned [magnetic?] tube.  Has [the tube?] a powerful magnetic 

moment and frequency.  [If so, why weren’t the strengths and frequencies mentioned?]  Anti-

matter goes to a matter target and a "thermocouple" converts the heat to energy. 

 

“Chargeons" ± ⅓ ["down" and "anti-down" quarks?]: elementary charged particles, (-) plus a 

neutrino=electron [experimental evidence refutes this possibility!], (+) found in Up, Strange, 

and Beauty quarks w/massive, (-) found in Down, Charm, and Truth quarks w/massons. 

 

The only way for this to make sense is that if neutrons have 4 “chargeons” (2 (1/3)s and 2 (-

1/3)s with net zero charge).  Thus the protons would have the alleged 5 “chargeons” (4 (1/3)s 

and 1 (-1/3) with a net positive charge) and then the electrons would have 3 (-1/3)s 

“chargeons” with a net negative charge. 

 

Where the beams converge (focus) is the place where the ship pulls the 2 points of space 

together (i.e., the current ship location and the point where the beams of gravity converge 

[and] come together.  The ship then "locks on" to the pulled-in space location and then 

powers down the gravity amplifiers.  And now the ship is in a different and faraway position 
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in space.)  Bob thought that each gravity amplifier sends out a different gravity wave or 

different phase of the gravity wave. 

 

The gravity amplifiers are not physically attracted [attached?] in any way to the anti-matter 

fusion reactor.  They are located below the floor of the ship and spaced 120
o
 apart -- don't 

know at what diameter. 

 

The gravity waveguide attaches to the top of the reactor dome and goes straight up to the top 

of the craft.  Bob thinks this has something to do with surrounding the ship in its own gravity 

environment. 

 

 

[StealthSkater note: Mr. Halerewicz also did an excellent rigorous mathematical analysis of the 

UNITEL claims of Quantum Laser Propulsion and Macroscopic Quantum Tunneling.  See 

the UNITEL_6.doc, UNITEL_7.doc, and UNITEL_9.doc files on the "UNITEL" page at => 

doc   pdf   URL  . 

 

Some other articles by Mr. Halerewicz have been archived on the "Science#Halerewicz" 

page at => doc   pdf   URL  .] 
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